
EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

Fig. L Little older than. fig. 2, and stretched longitud-

nally. Letters the same as in the last.

Fig. 4. The radliating tubes beginning to develop.

Fig. D.

Fig. D represents 0g. 4 In outlIne. a Inner end b outer wall of the byhn.
-cci to c the Our rediatlog tubes. -ch channel of c.-d outer wall
of the meduu. f/IJ edge of the inner wall In which c c3 are hollowed.

Fig. 5. A little further advanced than fig. .1.

Fur. E.
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Pig. 8. Considerably older than figs. 6 and 7, showing
the prolongation of the born-liko sheath over the disc,
and the broad radiating tubes.

t
C.
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Fig. (I represents 0g. 8 In outline. In the plate the proboscis (A) Is omitted.
a Inner and 6 outer wall of the hydra.-r outer and el Inner Woof
the radiating tubes, In proflia. - c' a broad tube next the eye. -d
outer wall or the disc. -g baseof the radiating tubes and the proboscis
(A) In iroflle._g1 4 outlines of the wall W1IVTU the proboscis end the
tubes meet.-I lsoru.Uko sheath.

Fig. 8a. View of the actinal end o1 fig. 8.

Fig. U.

Fig. E represents 09- 6 In outline, a tuner and is outer well of the hydra.
-e outer and c inner sides of the radiating renal -/f" edge of
the Inner wauJ.-d outer wall.

Fig. C. A little older than fig. 5.

Fig. F.




Fig. II represents fig. Se In outline. e the radiating tubes. -d the outer
wall. - £ edges of r. - in Inner end ml outer surface of the Innermost
walI.-* thu proboscis.

Fig. 9. A little older than fig. 8, showing the lateral

projection of the radiating tubes preparatory to the
formation of the circular tube. a a' inuer well of the

radiating tube; ii b' outer wall of the disk; 1' outer
wall of radiating tube near the edge of the disk; c the
same as b', but near the abactinal end; 1 the lateral

projections from the radiating tubes; ii the proboscis.

Fig. I.

Pig. F represents 0g. C In outline. a inner and & outer wall of the hydra.-e abroad radiating tuba peon from Its outer face.- rl timer and ci
outer face of the radIating tubes, In profile.-d outer wall.-CX1 banof the rodleUng tubes.

Fig. 7. Sectional view of fig. 6, to show the projection
(cl') of the outer wall into the cup-like hollow of the
inner wall (c). a inner and 1 outer wall of the
hYdra. As this figure was drawn for the purpose
only of showing how the outer wall projects into the
hollow of the inner wall, no special references are
needed to the other parts, which, by comparison with
hg. 6, explain themselves.




Pig. I represents a sectional view of hg. 0 at e point between the radiating
canals. -a the zulddlo wall.- 1 edge of a. -b outer wall, continuous
iilt.2with the innermost wall (M).-d Wgestio Cavity.-n outer will
ofthe proboscis, continuous with &t. - ss Inner wellof the proboscis con.
t1nuous with 0.




Fig. G.
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